Representation of the Perceived 3-D Object Shape in the Human Lateral Occipital Complex

We used human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to test whether the human lateral occipital complex (LOC), an area known to be involved in the analysis of visual shape, represents the perceived 3-D shape of objects or simply their 2-D contours. We employed an fMRI adaptation paradigm, in which repeated presentation of a stimulus results in decreased responses compared to responses to different stimuli. We found adaptation in the LOC for images of objects with the same perceived 3-D shape structure but different 2-D contours that resulted from small rotations of the objects in the frontal plane or in depth. However, no adaptation was observed in the LOC for images of objects that had the same 2-D contours but differed in their perceived 3-D shape; namely, 2-D silhouettes versus 3-D shaded images of objects, or convex versus concave objects. Differences in the fMRI adaptation responses across subregions in the LOC suggest that different neural populations in the LOC may mediate different mechanisms for the processing of object features.

Introduction

Successful interactions with our world entail that we use information about the 3-D structure of objects to recognize them and guide our actions promptly and accurately towards them. This is an especially complex task for the visual brain, given that the visual input is registered only in two dimensions on our retina. The present study used human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to ask whether cortical regions involved in shape analysis represent the perceived 3-D object shape or simply the 2-D image contours.

Specifically, several human imaging studies have shown that the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a region in the lateral occipital cortex extending anterior in the temporal cortex, is involved in shape processing (Malach et al., 1995; Kanwisher et al., 1996; Grill-Spector et al., 2001; Haxby et al., 2001). Recent studies have suggested that the LOC represents the perceived object shape rather than low-level image features (Grill-Spector et al., 1998, 1999; Malach et al., 1998; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Avidan et al., 2002a) and may mediate processes of object recognition (Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Bar et al., 2001).

But how abstract are the shape representations in the LOC? There is accumulating evidence that not only information about 2-D shapes, but also about 3-D objects is processed in the LOC (Mendola et al., 1999; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Gilia-Dothan et al., 2001; Moore and Engel, 2001; Kourtzi et al., 2002). What are the neural mechanisms underlying processing of 3-D objects in the LOC? Are the same or different neural populations in the LOC involved in the processing of 2-D and 3-D shape information of objects? Are objects with different perceived 3-D shape structure (i.e. convex versus concave) represented by different neural populations in the LOC?

We used human fMRI to address these questions. We employed an adaptation paradigm in which lower responses are observed for stimuli that have been presented repeatedly than for different stimuli (Miller et al., 1991, 1996; Buckner et al., 1998; Malach et al., 1998; Wiggs and Martin, 1998; James et al., 1999). Because neural adaptation depends critically on the sameness of two stimuli, fMRI adaptation paradigms provide a sensitive tool that allows us to overcome the spatial resolution limitations of conventional fMRI paradigms and discern neural populations selective for different stimulus dimensions (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Avidan et al., 2002b).

In particular, experiment 1 tested for adaptation in the LOC between 2-D silhouettes and 3-D shaded images of objects. Experiment 2 tested for adaptation in the LOC across changes in the 3-D shape structure of objects (convex versus concave stimuli) compared to changes in their 2-D contours but not the 3-D shape (30° rotated images of objects in the frontal plane or in depth). We showed adaptation for stimuli with the same but not with different perceived 3-D shape structure in anterior rather than posterior regions of the LOC, suggesting that different neural populations in the LOC may mediate different mechanisms for the processing of object features.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Ten students from the University of Tübingen participated in this study. Each subject participated in the two experiments in the same scanning session. The data from two subjects were excluded due to excessive head movement.

Visual Stimuli

The stimuli used in all the experiments were 300 × 300 pixel images. For the LOC localizer scans we used grayscale images and line drawings of novel and familiar objects, as well as scrambled versions of each set. The scrambled images were created by dividing the intact images in a 20 × 20 square grid and by scrambling the positions of each of the resulting squares. The grid lines were present in both the intact and the scrambled images.

In experiment 1, a set of 18 novel objects was used. As shown in Figure 1a, for each object we rendered a 2-D silhouette, a stereo image, i.e. a silhouette that was rendered as a red-green anaglyph and appeared in front of the fixation plane through red-green glasses (disparity of 0.2°) and a shaded 3-D image. In experiment 2, we used a set of 32 shaded novel objects different from those used in experiment 1. As shown in Figure 1b, for each object we rendered a convex and a concave shaded image that had the same 2-D contours, a 2-D rotated image that differed from the original image in a ±30° frontal plane rotation and a 3-D rotated image that differed from the original image in a ±30° rotation in depth about the vertical axis. For all objects, the 3-D rotation resulted in views where the same object parts were visible. The use of large sets of different stimuli in the two experiments ensured that the effects observed would be due to differences among the experimental conditions rather than the low-level features of the stimuli.

Procedure and Design

Each subject was run in one session consisting of ten scans: two LOC localizer scans and four event-related adaptation scans for each one of the...
two experiments. The order of the scans was counterbalanced across subjects.

For the LOC localizer scans we used a blocked design with sixteen 16 s stimulus epochs and interleaved fixation periods as described in previous studies (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001). Twenty different images of the same type were presented in each epoch (Fig. 2a). Each image was presented for 250 ms with a blank interval of 550 ms between images. Each of the four stimulus types (grayscale images and line drawings of objects, as well as scrambled versions of each set) were presented in different epochs within each scan, in a design that balanced for the order of conditions. The subjects performed a one-back matching task; i.e. they were instructed to press a button whenever they saw two identical pictures in a row. Two or more consecutive repetitions occurred in each epoch. This one-back matching task was used to engage observers’ attention on all the stimulus conditions used.

Experiments 1 and 2 used an event-related (Buckner et al., 1998; Rosen et al., 1998) adaptation paradigm as described in previous studies (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001). The event-related scans consisted of one epoch of experimental trials and two 8 s fixation epochs, one at the beginning and one at the end of the scan. Each scan consisted of 18 experimental trials for each of the five conditions and 18 fixation trials. A new trial began every 3 s and consisted of a pair of images presented sequentially. Each image was presented for 300 ms with a blank interval of 400 ms between images. A blank interval of 2 s was introduced between trials. Previous human fMRI (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001) and neurophysiological studies (Lisberger and Movshon, 1999; Mueller et al., 1999) have reported adaptation effects for short stimulus presentations similar to those used in the current study. Specific stimuli (i.e. the different image types rendered for each object) were counter-balanced across conditions such that each specific stimulus appeared equally often in each condition. Thus, differences in the response between conditions were due to the relationship between the two images in a trial and not due to the stimuli used in each condition. As in previous studies (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001), the order of presentation was counterbalanced so that trials from each condition, including the fixation condition, were preceded equally often by trials from each of the other conditions. Subjects were instructed to passively view the images while fixating.

Five conditions that were defined by the type of stimuli presented in each trial were tested in experiment 1. In the ‘identical’ condition, the same image (i.e. 2-D, stereo or shaded object) was presented twice, while in the ‘different’ condition, images (i.e. 2-D, stereo or shaded object) of two different objects were presented. To investigate the representation of 2-D versus 3-D shapes in the LOC, we tested conditions where the stimuli in each trial differed in their 3-D information. In particular, we tested responses to (i) images of the same object presented at different depth planes in a trial (2-D versus stereo object) and (ii) images of the same object with different 3-D shape structure (2-D versus shaded objects and

![Figure 1. Stimuli. Examples of the stimuli used in: (a) experiment 1: 2-D silhouettes, stereo images depicted as red–green anaglyphs and shaded images of two objects; and (b) experiment 2: convex objects, rotated images in the frontal plane (30°), rotated images in depth (30°) and concave images of two objects.](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-abstract/13/9/911/342625)
of a 3-D object differed by a 30° rotation in depth, while in the 2-D rotation condition, the two images of a 3-D object differed by 30° rotation in the frontal plane. In comparison, an additional condition was tested in which the stimuli in a trial differed in their 3-D shape, but not their contours. This condition consisted of a convex and a concave image of the same 3-D shaded object presented in the same trial (convex versus concave object condition). Different adaptation effects across conditions could not be simply attributed to the low-level differences between the stimuli in each trial, because all the image manipulations tested (rotations, or curvature changes) resulted in image changes, but only the change in the curvature direction (convex versus concave) resulted in differences in the perceived 3-D shape of objects.

One could suggest that any adaptation effect, namely decreased signal for identical images, would indicate reduced attention to repeated stimuli compared to different images. The event-related design used in this experiment, with randomized presentation of trials from all conditions, prevents observers from anticipating the condition of the upcoming trial. Moreover, a previous experiment (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001) showed similar shape adaptation effects for passive viewing and a matching task that engaged the subjects’ attention similarly across trials where the identical or different stimuli were presented.

MRI Acquisition
For all experiments, scanning was carried out on the 1.5 T Siemens scanner at the University Clinics in Tübingen, Germany. A gradient echo pulse sequence (TR = 2 s for the localizer scans; TR = 1 s for the event-related scans; TE = 40 ms) was used. Eleven near-coronal slices (parallel to the brainstem, 5 mm thick with 3.00 × 3.00 mm in-plane resolution) were collected with a head coil.

Data Analysis
fMRI data were processed using the BrainVoyager 4.6 software package. Preprocessing of all the functional data included head movement correction and removal of linear trends. The 2-D functional images were aligned to 3-D anatomical data and the complete data set was transformed to Talairach coordinates, inflated, unfolded and flattened.

For each individual subject, the LOC (Talairach coordinates: mean for right hemispheres 39.1, –65.6, –12.0 and left hemispheres –41.9, –64.8, –2.7) was identified as the set of all voxels in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex that were activated more strongly (P < 10^{-4}) by intact than by scrambled images of objects presented in the two localizer scans, as described previously (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001) (Fig. 2). 3-D statistical maps were calculated by correlating the signal time course with a reference function for each voxel based on the hemodynamic response properties (Cohen et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1997; Dale and Buckner, 1997). Also, two subregions of the LOC were identified on the functional maps, as in previous studies (Grill-Spector et al., 2000): the LO (lateral occipital) at the posterior part of the inferior-temporal sulcus and the pFs (posterior fusiform) in the posterior fusiform gyrus. The magnitude of the response in this ROI was then measured for each subject in each condition in the two event-related experiments.

Specifically, for each event-related scan, the fMRI response was extracted by averaging the data from all the voxels within the LOC. First, for each scan we calculated the signal intensity for each trial in each condition and then we averaged the signal across trials in each condition at each of 11 corresponding time points (seconds) and converted these time courses to percentage signal change relative to the fixation scans, as described previously (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001). We then averaged the time courses for each condition across scans for each subject and then across subjects. Because of the hemodynamic lag in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI response, the peak in overall response and, therefore, the differences across conditions are expected to occur at a lag of several seconds after stimulus onset (Boynton et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1997; Dale and Buckner, 1997). To find the latencies where any adaptation effects occurred, we conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each experiment with factors of condition (identical, different) and time point (measurements made at latencies of 0–10 s after trial onset). We observed significant main effects of condition [experiment 1 \( F(1,77) = 51.66, P < 0.001 \)], experiment 2 \( F(1,77) = 10.15, P < 0.001 \)] and time [experiment 1 \( F(10,77) = 21.19, P < 0.001 \)], experiment 2 \( F(10,77) = 7.19, P < 0.01 \). A significant interaction...
between condition and time (11 time points) was observed for each experiment (experiment 1 \(F(10,77) = 2.05, P < 0.05\); experiment 2 \(F(10,231) = 2.52, P < 0.05\)). This analysis verified that adaptation occurred and that it varied with latency. Follow-up contrast analyses run separately on each time point tested for a significantly lower response for the identical compared to the different conditions. This adaptation effect was found only for time point 4 (experiment 1 \(F(1,77) = 30.73, P < 0.001\); experiment 2 \(F(1,77) = 5.02, P = 0.05\)) and time point 5 \(F(1,77) = 27.03, P < 0.001\); experiment 2 \(F(1,77) = 4.42, P = 0.05\) and time point 6 \(F(1,77) = 13.06, P < 0.01\); experiment 2 \(F(1,77) = 12.98, P < 0.01\), but not for the onset of a trial, i.e. time point 0 \(F(1,77) = 2.17, P = 0.18\); experiment 2 \(F(1,77) = 1.1, P = 0.33\)). The average of the response at time points 4, 5 and 6 was therefore taken as the measure of response magnitude for each condition in subsequent analyses.

The identical condition, where the two stimuli in a pair were identical and the different condition, where the two stimuli were different objects, provided the upper and lower reference points to which we could compare the response for the critical conditions in each experiment.

**Results**

**Experiment 1: Adaptation between 2-D and 3-D Images**

As shown in Figure 3, adaptation was observed for identical images of objects presented repeatedly, as reported previously (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000, 2001). Specifically, a repeated ANOVA on the mean signal of the LOC at the peak of the hemodynamic response (4–6 s after trial onset) across conditions showed a main effect \(F(4,92) = 16.92, P < 0.001\) for condition (identical, different, 2-D versus stereo object, 2-D versus shaded object, stereo versus shaded object). Subsequent contrast analysis showed that responses at the peak of the trials were significantly lower \(F(1,92) = 36.24, P < 0.001\) for the identical condition than for the different condition.

More importantly, in the critical conditions, adaptation was observed between 2-D and stereo images of the same object, but not between images of objects that differed in their 3-D shape. In particular, the peak responses in the 2-D versus stereo object condition were significantly lower \(F(1,92) = 18.21, P < 0.001\) than the responses in the different condition but not significantly different \(F(1,92) = 3.07, P = 0.08\) from the responses in the identical condition. However, no adaptation was observed between 2-D silhouettes of objects and their shaded 3-D images. That is, the responses in the 2-D versus shaded object condition were significantly higher \(F(1,92) = 27.03, P < 0.001\) than the responses in the identical condition, but not significantly different from the responses in the different condition \(F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.67\). Moreover, no adaptation was observed between stereoscopically defined silhouettes of objects and shaded 3-D images of the same objects. That is, the responses in the stereo versus shaded object condition were significantly higher \(F(1,92) = 44.88, P < 0.001\) than the responses in the identical condition, but not significantly different from the responses in the different condition \(F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.49\).

Finally, a repeated measures ANOVA on the critical conditions for this experiment (2-D versus stereo object, 2-D versus shaded object, stereo versus shaded object) showed significant differences across these conditions \(F(2,46) = 10.47, P < 0.001\). Specifically, responses to the 2-D versus stereo object condition were significantly lower \(F(1,46) = 19.12, P < 0.001\) than responses to the 2-D versus shaded object and stereo versus shaded object conditions. However, responses to the 2-D versus shaded object condition were not significantly different \(F(1,46) = 1.83, P = 0.18\) from responses to the stereo versus shaded object condition. These findings are summarized in Figure 5a, where we plot an adaptation index for all conditions. This index was calculated by dividing the percentage signal change for each condition by the percentage signal change for the identical condition. A ratio of 1 indicates adaptation, as in the 2-D versus stereo object condition \(F(1,92) = 4.21, P = 0.07\), while responses significantly higher than 1 indicate no adaptation, as in the 2-D versus shaded object and stereo versus shaded object conditions \(F(1,92) = 33.74, P < 0.001\).

In sum, these results showed adaptation between 2-D and stereoscopically presented silhouettes that differ in the cues that define their 2-D contours. This finding is consistent with previous studies showing responses in the LOC to images of objects independent of the cues that define them (Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Mendola et al., 1999). However, no adaptation was observed between 2-D silhouettes and 3-D shaded images of objects that differ in their perceived 3-D shape structure. Thus, these findings suggest that different neural populations in the LOC may represent 2-D and 3-D images of objects. Alternatively, given the ambiguous 3-D nature of silhouettes (Sinha and Poggio, 1996; Moore and Engel, 2001), it is possible that the 2-D silhouettes and 3-D shaded images were perceived by the observers and encoded by the neural populations in the LOC as different objects. Therefore, the results of this experiment may only suggest that the sameness of the perceived 3-D shape is necessary for adaptation in the LOC. Is the sameness of the perceived 3-D shape of objects also sufficient for adaptation in the LOC? Experiment 2 investigated this question by testing adaptation responses to images of objects that had the same 2-D contours but different perceived 3-D shape structure (i.e. convex versus concave objects) compared to objects that had different 2-D contours but the same perceived 3-D shape structure (i.e. rotated objects).

**Experiment 2: Adaptation across Changes in the 3-D Shape**

As shown in Figure 4, adaptation was observed for identical images. That is, similar to experiment 1, a repeated ANOVA on the mean peak signal in the LOC across conditions showed a main effect \(F(4,92) = 7.91, P < 0.001\) for condition (identical, 3-D rotation, 2-D rotation and convex versus concave object). Subsequent contrast analysis showed that responses at the peak of the trials were significantly lower \(F(1,92) = 13.99, P < 0.001\) for the identical condition than for the different condition.

More importantly, in the critical conditions, adaptation was observed between images that shared the same perceived 3-D shape. That is, we observed adaptation when the two stimuli in a trial were images of the same object rotated for 30° in the frontal plane or in depth. In particular, the peak responses in 3-D and 2-D rotation conditions were significantly lower [3-D rotation, \(F(1,92) = 14.03, P < 0.001\); 2-D rotation, \(F(1,92) = 14.42, P < 0.001\) than the responses in the different condition, but not significantly different [3-D rotation, \(F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.99\); 2-D rotation, \(F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.95\)] from the responses in the identical condition. However, no adaptation was observed between images of objects that differed in their perceived 3-D shape (convex versus concave images of the same object). Specifically, the responses in the convex versus concave object condition were significantly higher \(F(1,92) = 9.29, P < 0.01\) than the responses in the identical condition, but not significantly different from the responses in the different condition \(F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.49\).

A repeated ANOVA showed significant differences across the critical conditions \(F(1,46) = 7.14, P < 0.01\). Specifically, responses to the convex versus concave object condition were significantly higher \(F(1,46) = 14.28, P < 0.001\) than responses...
to the 2-D and 3-D rotation conditions. However, responses to the 2-D rotation condition were not significantly different \( F(1,46) < 1, P = 0.95 \) from the responses to the 3-D rotation condition. Similar to experiment 1, we summarize these findings in Figure 5b by plotting an adaptation index for all conditions. A ratio not significantly different from 1 indicated adaptation in the 2-D and 3-D rotation conditions \( F(1,92) = 3.68, P = 0.98 \), while responses significantly higher than 1 indicated no adaptation in the convex versus concave object condition \( F(1,92) = 12.09, P < 0.001 \).

Thus, experiment 2 showed two main findings. First, we observed no adaptation in the LOC for objects that have the same 2-D contours but different perceived 3-D shape structure (convex versus concave objects). In contrast, we observed adaptation in the LOC for images of objects that have the same perceived 3-D shape even when they have different 2-D contours as a result of frontal plane or depth rotation. These results are consistent with previous psychophysical (Bülthoff and Edelman, 1992; Edelman and Bülthoff, 1992), neurophysiological (Logothetis et al., 1994, 1995) and imaging (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Gauheit et al., 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) studies that provide evidence for generalization across small orientation changes but view-dependent representations across large orientation changes. Taken together, these findings suggest that the sameness of the perceived 3-D shape is sufficient for adaptation in the LOC.

**Adaptation Responses in the Anterior and Posterior Regions of the LOC**

To further investigate the encoding of 3-D object shape in the LOC, we tested for adaptation responses in two different subregions: a posterior one in the lateral occipital cortex (LO) and an anterior one in the pFs. Figure 5c,d shows the adaptation index across conditions in these two regions of interest for each experiment. A ratio of 1 indicates adaptation, while responses significantly higher than 1 indicate no adaptation.

For experiment 1, analysis on adaptation index data in the LO showed adaptation, that is responses not significantly different from 1, for the 2-D versus stereo object \( F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.29 \), but no adaptation for the 2-D versus shaded object and stereo object condition. However, responses to the 2-D rotation condition were not significantly different \( F(1,46) < 1, P = 0.95 \) from the responses to the 3-D rotation condition. Similar to experiment 1, we summarize these findings in Figure 5b by plotting an adaptation index for all conditions. A ratio not significantly different from 1 indicated adaptation in the 2-D and 3-D rotation conditions \( F(1,92) = 3.68, P = 0.98 \), while responses significantly higher than 1 indicated no adaptation in the convex versus concave object condition \( F(1,92) = 12.09, P < 0.001 \).
versus shaded object conditions \[F(1,92) = 18.01, P < 0.001\]. Interestingly, the same analysis in pFs showed no adaptation for the 2-D versus stereo object \[F(1,92) = 5.81, P < 0.05\] or the 2-D versus shaded object and stereo versus shaded object conditions \[F(1,92) = 5.89, P < 0.001\]. These results suggest that in both subregions different neural populations may encode 2-D and 3-D images of objects. The adapted responses observed in the posterior but not the anterior subregion of the LOC for silhouettes of objects presented at different depth planes suggest differences across subregions in the LOC. Specifically, anterior rather than posterior subregions appear to encode information about the depth ordering of objects.

Similar analysis for experiment 2 showed adaptation for the 2-D and 3-D rotation conditions \[F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.38\] and the convex versus concave object condition \[F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.29\] in the LO. However, the same analysis in pFs showed adapted responses for the 2-D and 3-D rotation conditions \[F(1,92) < 1, P = 0.64\], but not the convex versus concave object condition \[F(1,92) = 4.64, P < 0.05\]. These results suggest that both anterior and posterior subregions in the LOC appear to encode 3-D images of objects independent of image changes (small 2-D or 3-D rotations) that change the objects’ 2-D contours but preserve their 3-D shape. However, anterior rather than the posterior subregions in the LOC appear to encode the perceived 3-D shape of objects (convex versus concave).

**Discussion**

The LOC has been characterized as the main neural locus of visual shape processing. The current study asked whether neural populations in the LOC encode the perceived 3-D shape of objects or simply their 2-D contours. Using an fMRI adaptation paradigm, we showed that the sameness of the perceived 3-D shape of objects is necessary and sufficient for adaptation in the LOC.

These findings are consistent with recent human fMRI studies that have implicated the LOC in the analysis not only of 2-D but also of 3-D images of objects (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2001; Moore and Engel, 2001; Kourtzi et al., 2002) independent of the cues that define the object shape (Sary et al., 1993; Mendola et al., 1999; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000).

---

**Figure 4.** Results for experiment 2. Average percentage signal increases (from the fixation baseline trials) in the LOC across the stimuli (b) presented in the time course of a trial (c) in experiment 2 plotted for (a) 11 time points starting at stimulus onset (time = 0 s) and (d) the peak time points (time = 4–6 s). The error bars indicate standard errors on the percentage signal change averaged across scans and subjects.
Furthermore, recent human (Orban et al., 1999; Paradis et al., 2000; Kourtzi et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2003) and monkey (Sereno et al., 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2002) fMRI studies have proposed a network of visual regions involved in the processing of 3-D objects defined by different cues (i.e. motion, texture, disparity).

Our study advances our understanding of shape processing in the LOC in the following respects. First, by using the adaptation technique we can discriminate between neural populations with different functional properties within the investigated regions. Secondly, we used a monocular (i.e. shading) rather than binocular (i.e. disparity) depth cue to define the 3-D shape structure of the objects. Shading has been shown to contribute to 3-D shape perception (Lekhy and Sejnowski, 1988, 1990; Langer and Bülthoff, 2001; Mamassian and Landy, 2001). Our experiments extend the results of previous studies that have investigated the role of binocular depth cues (i.e. disparity) in 3-D perception. For example, numerous neurophysiological studies have shown that 3-D information about objects defined by disparity is processed not only in early (Poggio and Fischer, 1977; Poggio et al., 1988; Cumming and Parker, 1997, 2000; Bakin et al., 2000; von der Heydt et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2002) and dorsal regions, i.e. MT, parietal regions (Maunsell and van Essen, 1983; Roy et al., 1992; Shikata et al., 1996; DeAngelis et al., 1998; DeAngelis and Newsome, 1999; Taira et al., 2000), but also in ventral visual areas, i.e. V4, inferotemporal regions (Janssen et al., 1999, 2000a,b, 2001; Uka et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2001; Hinkle and Connor, 2002; Watanabe et al., 2002).

However, a possible problem when studying the representation of shaded 3-D objects is that changes in the shading information result in changes in the luminance and the edges in the image (Fig. 1). For example, in experiment 1 the lack of adaptation between 2-D silhouettes and shaded images of the same objects could be due to differences in the luminance or the edge energy rather than differences in the perceived 3-D object structure. However, our previous studies have shown adaptation for shapes that have the same perceived 3-D structure independent of such low-level image differences (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000). Specifically, we observed adaptation for 3-D line drawings and shaded photographs of the same objects in the LOC. Furthermore, in experiment 2 we observed adaptation effects for images of objects rotated in depth, despite the...
luminance and edge differences across these images. These adaptation effects were similar to those observed for images of objects rotated in the frontal plane that did not result in any of these image changes. Finally, the adaptation effect observed for convex versus concave images of objects in the posterior (LO) but not the anterior (pFs) subregion of the LOC suggests differences in the processing of the perceived 3-D structure of objects in different regions rather than a non-specific effect of image luminance across regions.

The Role of Anterior Versus Posterior Subregions of the LOC in 3-D Object Processing

Recent human fMRI studies have characterized functionally posterior (LO) and anterior (pFs) subregions in the LOC. Specifically, anterior subregions have been shown to represent whole completed objects rather than their scrambled parts (Lerner et al., 2001, 2002) and respond more invariantly than posterior ones to position, size and small orientation changes (Malach et al., 1998; Grill-Spector et al., 1999). Also, anterior subregions have been shown to correlate more strongly with performance in depth discrimination and object recognition tasks than posterior subregions (Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2001).

Consistent with these studies, our findings show adaptation across small orientation changes in both posterior and anterior subregions. Interestingly, anterior subregions show selective responses to the depth ordering of objects and their 3-D shape (convex versus concave), in contrast to posterior subregions that show adaptation across changes in these dimensions. These findings contradict a simplistic model of increasing neural invariance to image changes from posterior to anterior regions. In contrast, our results suggest that posterior subregions in the LOC may process 2-D features of objects independent of image transformations (small rotations or curvature changes), while anterior subregions may represent the perceived 3-D shape of objects and their depth position in visual scenes. These findings are consistent with neurophysiological studies in monkey inferior temporal cortex (IT) that have shown generalization of responses across orientation changes (Logothetis et al., 1994, 1995; Booth and Rolls, 1998), but not across structural changes of the shape of parts (Vogels et al., 2001), suggesting that neurons in inferotemporal regions may encode complex object features independent of small image transformations. More interestingly, recent studies (Jansen et al., 1999, 2000a,b, 2001) have shown that neural populations in the anterior and medial monkey TE (the anterior part of IT) respond selectively to 3-D convex versus concave objects defined by disparity, compared to lateral TE where neurons are equally selective for 2-D and 3-D images of shapes.

Conclusions

The current experiments show that the posterior subregion of the human LOC may represent 2-D shape features invariantly across small image transformations, while the anterior subregion may encode the perceived 3-D shape of objects. These results provide insights in addressing the long-standing question of whether perception of 3-D objects is based on collections of 2-D images (Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Bülthoff et al., 1995; Perrett et al., 1998; Tarr and Bülthoff, 1998; Ullman, 1998; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2000) or abstract models/descriptions of the 3-D object structure (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987; Hummel and Biederman, 1992). It is possible that neural populations in the posterior LOC mediate shape analysis based on image properties, while neural populations in the anterior LOC mediate object and scene recognition based on rather abstract 3-D representations. These mechanisms may mediate different tasks that are important for successful interactions in the world. That is, abstract 3-D representations may play an important role when we need quickly to interpret complex scenes and recognize objects independent of image changes. However, image-based processing of shapes may mediate the continuous updating of visual representations that is necessary for guiding our actions promptly and successfully towards objects that may change their position and/or appearance in space and time. The precise functional connections between the LOC subregions involved primarily in visual shape analysis and areas implicated in higher cognitive functions (i.e. guidance of actions) remain to be determined. Addressing this issue is important for understanding the mechanisms mediating functional connectivity in the human visual brain in action.
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